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ABSTRACT.  In the paper estimation on the switching losses at IGBT bridge converter with the output serial resonant load is given. The converter works on frequency 
higher than resonant frequency and supports the work of IGBT transistors in the bridge with zero voltage turn on. In the analysis of the converter, PowerSim and 
SemiSiel simulation programs is used. The results to the switching losses estimated by simulation are compared with the results in a practical realized converter. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Generally, semiconductor switching devices operate in 
Hard Switch Mode in various types of PWM DC-DC converters 
and DC-AC inverter topology employed in a power system, [1], 
[2], [3]. In this mode, a specific current is turned on or off at a 
specific level of voltage whenever switching occurs, as shown 
in Fig. 1, [3].  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Wave forms of  a semiconductor switching device  
 
This process results in switching loss. The higher the 
frequency the more the switching loss, which obstructs efforts 
o raise the frequency. Switching loss can be calculated in a 
simple way as: 
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where,  
 
Psw  - switching loss [W] 
Vsw  -  switching voltage [V] 
Isw  -  switching current [A] 
fs -  switching frequency [Hz] 
ton  -  switch turn-on time [s] 
toff  -  switch turn-off time [s] 
 
   Switching also causes an EMI problem, because a large 
amount of di/dt and dv/dt is generated in the process. 
 

By raising the switching frequency, can reduce the size of 
a transformer and filter, which helps build a smaller and lighter 
converter with high power density, [3], [4], [5] [6], [7], [8]. But 
as presented earlier, switching loss undermines the efficiency 
of the entire power system in converting energy, as more 
losses are generated at a higher frequency. Switching loss can 
be partly avoided by connecting a simple snubber circuit 
parallel to the switching circuit. However, the total amount of 
switching loss generated in the system remains the same.
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   The loss avoided, has in fact, just moved to the snubber 
circuit. Higher energy conversion efficiency at high frequency 
switching can be obtained by manipulating the voltage or 
current at the moment of switching to become zero. This is 
called “Soft Switching”, which can be subcategorized into two 
methods: Zero-voltage switching and Zero-current switching. 
Zero-voltage switching refers to eliminating the turn-on 
switching loss by having the voltage of the switching circuit set 
to zero right before the circuit is turned on. Zero-current 
switching is to avoid the turn-off switching loss by allowing no 
current to flow through the circuit right before turning it off. The 
voltage or current administered to the switching circuit can be 
made zero by using the resonance created by an L-C resonant 
circuit. This topology is named a “resonant converter.” In Zero-
current switching, the existing inductance is absorbed into the 
resonant circuit, eliminating  the surge in voltage in a turn-off 
situation. A voltage surge resulting from an electric discharge 
of junction capacitance, which occurs upon turning on the 
switching circuit, cannot be avoided. This method has a defect 
of causing switching loss (0.5CV2f). In full bridge  serial 
resonant converter with switching frequency under resonant 
frequency the output current leads in terms of the output 
voltage, and this converter support operating of the  switches 
with Zero-current switching (Zero-current turn off). But the  
transistor in one half bridge turn on in conditions when parallel 
diode of the other transistor in the same half is turn on. At this 
moment has stored charge of the diode. And this transistor turn 
on with a voltage, (non Zero-voltage turn on). Transistor turn-
on transition is identical to hard switched, and switching loss 
occurs.  

In full bridge  serial resonant converter with switching 
frequency over resonant frequency the output current lagging 
in terms of the output voltage, and this converter support 
operating of the switches with Zero-voltage switching (Zero-
voltage turn on). Zero-voltage switching, is free from such a 
defect by making both the existing inductance and capacitance 
to be absorbed by the resonant circuit. This eliminates any 
chance of causing a surge in current both at turn-off (caused 
by inductance) or turn-on (by capacitance) conditions. Zero-
voltage switching enables switching with less loss while 
substantially reducing the problem of EMI at high frequency. 
This difference in features make Zero-voltage switching more 
desirable than Zero-current switching. This is reason for using 
the series resonant converter at work of the converter on the 
frequency over resonant frequency. And this topology support 
work of converter in mode of induction heating. 
 
2. Estimation of the switching losses at power 
converter  
A. Estimation of the switching losses in PowerSim 

program 
To estimation in the switching losses of the   

semiconductor switches used topology on  the full bridge IGBT 
converter with serial resonant circuit in PowerSim simulation 
program [9]. On the Fig. 2 a topology of the serial resonant 
converter is given. This converter work on switching frequency 
fsw=6150Hz over resonant frequency fo=6000Hz, [10]. That is 
ensure work in the switches in converter in conditions of Zero-
voltage turn on, ZVS.

 
 

Fig. 2. Simulation circuit of the full bridge serial resonant power converter and circuit to mesaurement of the switching losses of a IGBT  transistor in 
PowerSim simulation program 

 
The values of the elements in the RCL circuit for resonant frequency is given in the Table 1, [10]. 
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Table 1: Values of the elements in the RCL circuit for resonant   
                  frequency 6000Hz. 

 
Also, in the Fig. 2 is given circuit for measurement of the 

switching losses of a IGBT transistor in the converter.  
 
The work on the converter is simulation with IGBT 

transistor by Vcesat=1.67V and diode voltage VF=1.45V. An 
IGBT consists of a transistor in anti-parallel with a diode. It is 
turned on when the gating is high and the switch is positively 

biased. It is turned off when the gating is low or the current 
drops to zero. In PowerSim program is not used system for 
cooling of the IGBT modules. 

 
In the Fig. 3 is given the wave forms on the output voltage 

uout(t)  and th output current iout(t)  on the power converter to 
work over the resonance frequency. Fig. 3 shows that the 
output voltage lead before the output current to angle =3.5º.  

In  the  Fig. 4  is  given   the  wave  forms   on  the  voltage  
collector – emiter  Uce(t),  the  collector  current   ic(t)   and the  
power  losses  PTz  on    an    IGBT    transistor    in    the  
converter. 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Wave forms on the output voltage uout(t)  and output current iout(t) for work  of the power converter over resonant frequency 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Wave forms on the voltage collector – emiter  Uce(t), the collector current  ic(t)   and the power losses PTz  on an IGBT transistor in the converter 
 

The Fig. 4 shows that the transistor is exposed to stress 
due the switching mode on work. Turn on  power losses are 
insignificant. Turn off power loss are greater. Turn on is soft 
(transistor turn on when his parallel diode is turn on, and 
voltage on it is small). Due to reverse recovery diode  (in  turn  
on,  the  current  is  transferred  from  the diode to transistor) 
peak is occurs.  

Transistor turn off hard (current flowing through it in the 
time of turn off). Also on the Fig. 4 are shows and conduction 
losses of the transistor. 

 
Based to Fig. 4, in the Table 2 is given the semiconductor 

stress of who is exposed one of the transistors,  power losses 
and switching power losses in a IGBT transistor.  

 
Table 2: Semiconductor stress, power losses and switching power losses in a IGBT transistor  

)(tUCE  (V) )(tic  ( ) 
ZTP (W) TswP (W) 

 
 average 
   value  

 average 
   value  

average 
   value       

 average 
   value 

62 35 330 104 800 195 750 10 

L 
H) 

Creson 
F) 

|Z| 
) 

Im(Z) 
) 

Re(Zind) 
) of (kHz) 

26.4 26.6 1.02 0.98 0.21 6 
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From Table 2 is concludes: 

 maximum transistor voltage collector emiter is  62V, 
 maximum transistor collector current is  330 , 
 the power losses to transistor module 

ZTP  
(transistor and diode) are 195W, 

 total power losses on four IGBT transistor module in 
the converter (switching power losses and 
conduction losses) is  4 195=780W, 

 switching power losses of a transistor (transistor and 
diode)  TswP  is 10W. This power losses obtained 
from waves forms in the Fig. 4 when the voltage 
colector emiter into turn on state is 0V.  

     In  the  Table  3 is given the value on the magnitudes of  the  
converter, obtained  with   simulation  on  the circuit in Fig. 2 in 
PowerSim program.    
                                                                                                               

 
        Table 3: Value on the parameters of  the converter, obtained with simulation in PowerSim program 

L 
H) 

Creson 
F) 

Re(Z) 
) 

Ioutrms 
(A) 

Uoutrms 
(V) 

Sconv. 
 (kVA) 

IDC 
(A) 

 

UDC 
(V) 

PDC 
(kW) 

PR 
(kW) 

conv. 
(%) 

Pcz 
(kW) 

26.4 26.6 0.21 241 56.4 13.6 217 60 13.02 12.2 93 0.820 
 
In the Table 3 the magnitudes is: 
 

 

V

VUdttu
T

U cesatIGBTDC

T

outoutrms

4.5634.360

2)(1

0

2 , 

 
 eoutrmsR RIP 2   power on resistor load eR , 

 
 DCDCDC IUP  power on the DClink circuit, 

 

 %100
DC

R
conv P

P   efficiency on the converter, 

 
 RDCcz PPP  total power losses of the 

converter. 

 WPP Tzcz 2054/8204/   power losses 
to transistor module PTz (transistor and diode) 

                                                                                                                
The values on the switching power losses in Table 2 are 

obtained by reading in the diagram of the wave form of  the 
losses of Fig. 4. The values of the power losses in Table 3 are 
obtained by simulation in the circuit in Fig. 2. Can be 
concluded  that the relative error in the difference of the 
estimation of the losses in both cases is: 
 

%9.4%100
820

780820
                            (2) 

 
      Dependence of losses of IGBT module with changing 

to the inductance 
In the Table 4 is shows changes on the value of the 

inductance and the power losses in the converter, obtained 
with simulations. 

                               
Table 4: Change on the power losses to transistor module  with changes of the inductance                                        

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on the results of the Table 4 may be the draft 
diagrams of the dependence of the frequency of changes on 
the inductance f = F(L) and dependence of the power losses of 
IGBT module of the frequency PTz = F(f).  On  the  Fig.  5  a  is  
given  dependence on f = F(L).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Fig. 5 a shows that the change frequency is 

proportional to 1/L1/2. 
On the Fig. 5 b is given  relative change of the power 

losses of IGBT module of the change frequency. The Fig. 5 b  
shows that with increasing on the switching frequency power 
losses of IGBT module increases linearly. 
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1 26.4 195 100 6150 100 
1.1 29 183 94 5863 95 
1.2 31.7 173 89 5615 91 
1.3 34.3 167 86 5403 88 
1.4 37 158 81.5 5197 84.5 
1.5 39.6 152 78.6 5027 82 
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                                            a)                                                                                                 b) 

 
Fig. 5. Relative change: ) dependence of the change frequency of changes on the inductance f = F(L), b) dependence of the power losses of IGBT 
module of the change frequency PTz = F(f). 
 
B. Estimation of the switching losses in Semisiel       
program 

Based on the defined power, voltage and frequency in 
SemiSiel simulation program defines the topology of the 
converter with choice on the transistors modules, [11]. We 
choose semiconductor IGBT module SKM195GB066D with 
Vcesat=1.67V and diode voltage VF=1.45V. Also, consider two 
topologies: cooling air with flow 80m3/h   and cooling water with 
flow 6 l/min. In the Table 5 shows the losses of power by 
semiconductor module for two proposed topologies obtained in 
SemiSiel simulation program.  
 
Table 5: Power losses  

 
 
Pcoundtr, Pswtr, Ptr is conduction power losses, switching power 
losses and total power losses on the transistor in IGBT 
module. 
Pcoundd, Pswd, Pd is conduction power losses, switching power 
losses and total power losses on the diode in the IGBT 
module. 
Ptot = Pcz  is total power losses on the converter. 
 
Table 5 shows that: 

 Switching power losses Pswtr+Pswd on IGBT transistor 
module (for system with cooling)  are smaller of 
those obtained in Table 2, ( TswP ), 

 Total power losses decrease in topology with water 
cooling to 5%. 

 Total power losses is a sum of  the switching losses 
and conduction losses on the transistor and the 
diode. 

 
Used on system with water cooling, total power losses are 

the decrease. IGBT module SKM195GB066 has positive 
temperature coefficient, for the voltage colector emiter [7]. The 
voltage colector emiter in turn on state is Vcesat = 1.45V on 
junction temperature Tj = 25ºC, and Vcesat = 1.7V on junction 
temperature Tj = 150ºC. Because the power losses in turn on 
state dependent from voltage Vcesat,, this  means that of higher 
operating temperature power losses are higher. So, system 
with water cooling  reducing the junction temperature and 
reduces power losses. 
 
C. Experimental results  

Here us interested total power losses in a practical realized 
power converter obtained with measurement.. Topology of full 
IGBT bridge power converter with serial resonant load by 
values of the magnitudes as in the Table 1 and 3, is used for 
controlling of  induction heating device. The induction heating 
device is used for melting on the work piece copper with mass 
6kg. The metal piece acts as a secondary transformer winding 
and load at the same time and can be modelled as series 
resonant RLC circuit, [5]. This resonant output load changes 
during the metal treatment and has a dynamics that depends 
and affect the operation of the resonant converter. With such 
loads, output power of the converter depends not only on the 
voltage rms value, but on the frequency as well. The dynamics 
of the induction heating process is affected by the values of the 
primary inductance L and the resonant load. As the resonant 
frequency is determined by L and C, the operating frequency 
has to be changed to maintain the constant output power. With 
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such loads it is necessary to constantly regulate the output 
power by adjusting the operating frequency.  
 

The Table 6 is shows values of the magnitudes obtained 
with measurement in practical realized power converter.

                            Table 6: Power losses in a practical realized power converter in mode of induction 
                                                       heating device obtained with measurement 

)(A
I DClink

 
)(V

U DClink
 

)(kW
PDC

 
)(A

I outrms
 

)(V
U outrms

 
)(kVA

PS outout
 

(%)
conv

 

220 60 13.2 225 55 12.38 93 
                                                                                     
Table 6 shows that: 

 DClinkDClinkDC UIP is the power on the DClink 
circuit, this is input power in the converter, 

 outrmsoutrmsoutout UIPS  is the apparent 
output power on the converter, because converter 
work close to resonance frequency, apparent output 
power  is close to the active power, 

 WPP outDC 820 is total power losses on the 
converter, and she is close to total power losses in 
the Table II, III and V, 

 %8.93conv
DC

out

P
P  is efficiency on the    

                power  converter. 
 
3. Conclusion 

In the paper the researching for  estimation on the 
switching losses to IGBT bridge converter with the output serial 
resonant load is given. The results to the switching losses, 
estimated by simulation are compared with the results in a 
practical realized converter. The results from the researching 
shows that the estimation on the total switching power losses 
obtain with simulation are almost identical with the same in an 
practical realized converter. Also, the researching shows that 
the switching power losses is frequency depend, and they is 
increased with increasing to  the  frequency.  The  work   of   
the  resonant  converter  on   frequency higher than resonant 
frequency ensure the switching  of   IGBT  transistors  in  the  
bridge  with   zero voltage turn on (ZVS). Turn on of IGBT 
transistors in conditions on ZVS reduces the switching power 
losses. The results in this paper are go399od basis  for 
determining on the switching power losses and can be used for 
optimal design of the power converter. 
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